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Introduction 

‘The family is often seen as one unit, sharing resources 
equally, with money being neutral whatever its origin or 
purpose. But research suggests this is too simple. Receipt, 
control, management & expenditure of income are all shaped 
by gender roles and relationships (& other influences).’ 
 
Presentation based on : 
 
• Research for overview of within household distribution for 

Journal of Marriage & Family and Family Focus (NCFR) 
 
• Research with Dr Sirin Sung, ESRC project: ‘within household 

inequalities and public policy’ (in Gender Equality Network) 
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Overview: distribution of resources 
within the household 

 Family (re)distributes – labour, time, income, other resources. 
 But problematic to research – necessary to open up ‘black 

box’ of family finances (Jan Pahl 1989) 
 

 Family traditionally seen as unitary whole, sharing 
resources to equal benefit of all (Becker 1981: altruistic head)  

 only overall household income matters for individuals involved 
 money seen as neutral, whatever its origins or destination  

 
 But alternative perspective found these assumptions wanting: 
o can benefit from living together - but sharing may be unequal 
o allocation system: shape who controls/manages/spends money 
o meanings (and value) of money vary depending on source, 

recipient, purpose – e.g. ‘pin money’ earned by women 
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 Alternative perspective especially important to women, who 
were more likely to be subsumed within household unit 
 

 Feminists from mid 20th century on analysed how gendered 
power structures, roles & relationships (inside & outside 
household) can shape couples’ domestic arrangements for 
getting, organising & spending money 
 

 Data from large-scale surveys & in depth qualitative research 
 

 Overview for Journal of Marriage and Family (& summary for 
Family Focus) whilst action editor for special issue of JMF on 
within household distribution linked to ESRC WHIPP project 
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Outcomes – who gets what? 

 Assumption of equal sharing within households is traditional, on 
basis of some sharing taking place & impossible to specify 
 

 Analysts assessed results of using different assumptions 
(e.g. share nothing; only share costs of housing & children etc.) 

 
 Others only count income received by individuals selves 

(assuming more control) – eg National Equality Panel – though 
o receiving an income may not mean control over it; and 
o power over distributing resources may not mean you benefit  

 
 Both suggest greater inequalities & ‘hidden poverty’ 

 
 Individual non-monetary deprivation indicators: similar 
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Processes – who does what? 

 Between incomes & outcomes, processes of control & 
management of money (& other resources) take place 
 

 Pahl’s typology distinguished strategic control from 
delegated management, & divided approaches between more 
joint & more independent; both distinctions now more blurred? 
 

 Practices within individual couples remarkably stable over time, 
but some triggers for change – e.g. remarriage/new 
partnership & (for older couples) serious incapacity 

 
 In couples on low incomes with children, woman tends to 

have responsibility for making money stretch (& costs); men 
may see women’s spending on family/household as personal 
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Explanations for patterns of within 
household distribution 

 Sociological: emphasise power gained through viable financial 
existence outside relationship &/or access to resources within it 
 

 Economic: emphasise bargaining (or co-operation to reach 
efficient solution), still room for conflict over resources 
 

 Psychological: complexities of love & conflict in close 
relationships in relation to financial & other issues 
 

 But (Sen) value of contributions to household may be seen 
differently - confers differential rights of disposal/consumption 
 

 & idea of individuals’ earnings belonging to them in tension 
with sharing/caring ethos of coupledom (especially marriage) 
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Developments and debates 

 Questioning of: 
o typologies: how joint is joint management / bank account? 
o focus on decision-making moment – routinisation is key 

 
 Performance (‘doing couple’) & gender identity important? 

 
 Unit of analysis – most research on married working age 

couples; now extended to cover elderly couples, cohabitees, 
remarried/repartnered, same sex couples, living apart together 
(but insufficient investigation of roles of men & of children) 
 

 More complex & nuanced – e.g. repartnered may want new 
patterns, have layered responsibilities (permeable household 
boundaries), & some separateness can facilitate commitment 
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 What is issue of concern? Equality of outcome (individuals’ 
welfare or wellbeing?) &/or ability to exercise agency? 

 (Some women prefer lower living standard to dependence) 
 

 Equality as equity (equal contributions to bills) disadvantages 
lower earner – but hard to avoid drop in status of being paid for 
 

 Complex issues, discussed in situation where ideals of equality 
& autonomy in tension with circumstances couples live in  
 

 Drawing clear causal links between policy change & impact 
on who controls resources &/or benefits from them is uncertain 
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Qualitative research with low to moderate 
income couples  

 Within Household Inequalities & Public Policy: project 5 in Gender 
Equality Network, funded by Economic & Social Research Council in 
UK, carried out by Dr Sirin Sung & Fran Bennett (mid/late 2000s)  
 

 Aim: show need for gender inequalities within households to be taken 
into account for assessment of policies (welfare reforms) 
 

 Qualitative element: individual, separate, semi-structured interviews 
with men and women in 30 low/moderate income couples in Britain  
 

 Most on means-tested benefits/tax credits then &/or in past; all had 
had children at some point; all white (not deliberate); almost all married 

 
 Obtained from British Household Panel Survey add-on group 
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Findings: jointness  

 Our findings: 
 

o deep loyalty to togetherness in finances (‘all in one pot’ was a  
common description of how money was dealt with in couple) 
 

o but women tended to be more aware of issues of autonomy / 
independence & of tensions between this & jointness 
 

o joint accounts do not necessarily result in joint management of 
finances, or in equal access to the account for both partners 
 

o women were more likely than men to have individual accounts 
(with social security benefits often paid into these) 
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 Joint accounts do not necessarily result in joint management 
  
 I think it’s a good thing because it shows a trust between you 

really. (Case 4, Male) 
 
 Kevin does [manages the joint account]…. I never do, no never 

do… I could if I wanted to, but I wouldn’t. (Case 4, Female) 
 
    I think it’s more trust you know, that the two of us have the same 

account…I’d prefer a joint account….. The wife’s the one that 
manages it basically .(Case 26, Male) 
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 Women more likely to have individual accounts 
 
 Billy’s not very good with money, so I think that’s one of the 

major factors in us not having a joint account, but I do prefer to 
have my own account, I don’t like it when you have a joint acc-
ount, you normally have to discuss what you want to spend the 
money on, & I like to have my own money that I can go out & I 
don’t have to justify what I’m spending it on. (Case 14, Female) 
 

 And benefits often paid into these 
  
 We have individual accounts, my husband’s money gets paid 

into his account and then the benefits … we get are paid into 
my account. (Case 19, Female) 
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Findings: ‘second earners’ and 
independent income 

 Our findings: 
 

o women valued independent income (own wage/own benefit) 
 

o likely to mean they had more of a ‘say’ in financial decisions 
 

o could maintain separate finances if they wished to 
 

o did not have to regularly ask for money from their partner 
    &/or no longer had to justify their personal spending 
 
 Supported by similar evidence from other qualitative research 
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 Women valued independent income  
    I do like a bit of independence…. The only income that I see in 
    my own right is the money I earn. (Case 27, Female) 

 
 Did not have to regularly ask for money from their partner 
    I’ve got that little bit of money there that I can do what I want  
    with & I don’t have to keep asking [husband]. (Case 4, Female) 
 
 Money being your own to spend (personal spending) 
    The carer’s allowance I get…that’s the only money I’ve got 

anyway, and I would use that rather than use out of the joint 
bank account. (Case 4, Female) 

 Only mine [carer’s allowance]… I wouldn’t dare to dream of 
spending his. (Case 27, Female) 
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Findings: payment  

 Our findings 
 

o persistence of traditional gender roles amongst many 
 

o women more likely to:  
- manage (low income) budget;  
- be responsible for child related costs; & 
- buy items that needed to be purchased more frequently 

 
o labelling of income sources shaped both perceptions & 

allocation of financial resources 
 

 Supported by similar evidence from other qualitative research 
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 Traditional gender roles in money management 
 

 My wages go into Emma’s bank and Emma’s wages go into my 
bank … the simple reason being because Emma is paid 
monthly and that pays the bills, that stops in the bank and pays 
all the direct debits. I get paid weekly and Emma does the 
shopping, and we find it works a lot better like that.  

    (Case 13, Male) 
 
 Importance of labelling 
    Yes, yes because after all it [Child Benefit] is for the children  
     isn’t it, it’s not for us. (Case 11, Female) 
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Universal credit: brief outline 

 ‘Super’ means-tested benefit: replaces 6 others (income 
support, jobseeker’s allowance, employment & support 
allowance, housing benefit, child tax credit, working tax credit) 
 

 Being introduced gradually over many years, now to 2021/22 
 
 Paid in/out of work, joint claims & conditionality for couples - 

including those in work but not reaching joint earnings target 
 

 Paid in single monthly payment to one chosen bank account 
 

 Incentives for many ‘2nd earners’ worse than under tax credits 
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Gender assessment of Universal Credit 
(UC): jointness 
 Implications: 
o UC needs to work for couples in different kinds of relationships 
o jointness gives UC ‘all/nothing’ quality: creates couple penalty? 
o separateness & jointness are used to negotiate complexities of 

modern relationships (e.g. children from past relationships) 
 
 Potential problems with jointness of UC not discussed in 

government Equality Impact Assessments (EIAs) (though 
official documents recognise that assumption of equal sharing 
of resources is not always valid, with gender implications) 
 

 Potential effects on autonomy & financial security of men & 
women not sufficiently addressed 
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Gender assessment of UC: ‘second 
earners’ & independent income 

 ‘Choices’ exercised jointly were often gendered choices and 
were not necessarily made equally, or with equal impact 
 

 Patchy recognition of this issue in EIAs of welfare reform 
 

 Government suggests that, if UC reduces 2nd earner’s incent-
ives & gives main earner improved ability to maintain family, 
family’s choices about work/life balance are increased 
 

 No problematising of specialisation of gender roles  
 worklessness & work/life balance seen at household level 
 ‘gender neutral’ (men/women in same position treated same) 
 ignoring effect on inequalities in household now/longer term 
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Gender assessment of UC: payment 

 Implications: 
o not clear which partner/account payment will go to in couples 

(though fallback if disagree, & possibility of splitting for some) 
o women more likely to be affected by less frequent payment  
o lack of splitting and labelling may mean money is less likely to 

be spent on (e.g.) children / housing etc. 
 

 Economic dependence within family not issue for government 
(unlike ‘welfare dependency’, i.e. dependence on state) 
 

 Imperative is mirroring work (& clarity of impact on benefit) -
but many paid more frequently, & many couples have 2 earners 
 

 Not considered make-up/labelling of payments    
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Conclusions 

 ‘Going inside the ‘black box’ of the family: 
 
o reveals complexities of couples’ relationships to resources - 

through the overview of research by others into this topic 
 

o resulted in nuanced (& often surprising) findings - through 
conducting our own qualitative research with men & women 
 

o was of relevance to a topical policy - through drawing on our 
findings to analyse the implications for Universal Credit   
 

 If there is concern for the welfare of all within the household, 
this key issue must continue to be investigated & considered  
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